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Abstract 
      We plot the functionality and architecture of a 
personalized agent that represents its users in decision-
making on various matters, when it is necessary to reason 
about mental attributes of other human and automatic 
agents (virtual mental world). Natural language multiagent 
mental simulator NL_MAMS is suggested as a unit for 
reasoning and user profile specification. The simulator is 
capable of yielding the totality of possible mental states 
few steps in advance, given the current mental state of 
participating agents. 

Introduction: the functions of personalized 
agent 

Artificial intelligence is continuously moving towards the 
automation of new fields of human activity. From 
perception of various modalities to decision-making in 
different circumstances, agents are ready to help with 
advices or independent actions. In recent years, due to 
significant achievement in reasoning about knowledge and 
beliefs, such challenge emerged as a design of a 
personalized agent (PA), capable of replacing a human in 
the certain fields of mental world.  Ability of agents to 
cooperate, to negotiate and to perform other collective 
forms of human mental behavior can become appealing 
features for a personalized agent. PA’s responsibilities 
may include actions on behalf of its human user in the 
virtual space, where a conflict with other human and 
computer agents is possible or cooperation is desired 
(Fig.1). The tasks may include the following: 

1. Answering/forwarding e-mails from less 
important senders; 

2. Participation in the online bidding, investment, 
trading, choice of services, etc.; 

3. Scheduling certain duties between the members 
of the group of individuals (human or automatic). 

All of these tasks require reasoning about mental states 
and actions of the other participating agents. Note that 
natural language (NL) understanding that is necessary for 
each of these tasks is expected to be of limited complexity 
because the respective domains are vertical and quite 
circumscriptive.  Each of the tasks for PA is of relatively 

low importance; as only one of these tasks becomes a 
priority, human user intervention may be required.    
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Fig.1: Personal agent of a human user. On the left: interaction 
between the user and its personal agent. The user (owner) 
commands its PA in NL and specifies its tasks using forms. PA 
is capable of accessing the preferences of its user and of 
modeling her intentions and beliefs concerning its own role. On 
the right: PA handles the offers from an advertiser, taking into 
account the motivations of the latter and the goals of other PAs 
which either cooperate or conflict with the PA user and itself. 
 
   For the first task above, PA does not just select offers 
meeting certain criteria; instead, it answers some 
unsolicited e-mails in an encouraging manner so that the 
sender would want to send a better offer for a product or 
service in the future. PA’s behavior may become more 
complex when it encourages / discourages a sender in 
favor of another PA to cooperate with or against a third 
PA in case of a conflict of interests. 
    Participation in bidding or trading also requires 
reasoning about beliefs and intentions of other bidders and 
investors. Prediction of mental actions of other investors 
and bidders for many steps forward is an important 
capability of PA. 

Natural language multiagent mental 
simulator NL_MAMS 

We use the mental simulator NL_MAMS for reasoning 
about mental attributes of human and automatic agents 
which communicate with PA.  NL_MAMS inputs NL 
descriptions of initial and current states of contacting 
agents (particularly, in the form of messages from them) 
and outputs its own strategy and predicted strategy of the 
other conflicting or collaborating agents. The strategies 
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are the deterministic scenarios of intelligent behavior of 
agents, capable of analyzing and predicting the 
consequences of mental and physical actions of themselves 
and others (Galitsky 1998). 
     NL_MAMS is capable of understanding the messages 
from its user and other agents in NL, extracting the 
expressions, which mention explicitly or assume implicitly 
mental states and actions, particularly, the basic entities of 
knowledge and belief, intention and desire, as well as 
derived entities including informing, deceiving, 
pretending, reconciling etc (Fagin et al 1995, Wooldridge 
2000, Galitsky 2000).  
      Modeling of multiagent interaction takes into account 
possible ambiguity of messages that is inherent to NL 
dialog. Logical predicates for basic and derived entities 
above represent the set of meanings for respective lexical 
units above. As we have shown (Galitsky 1998), from the 
agent’s prospective of decision-making, the derived 
mental entities can be expressed via the basic ones. 
Therefore, using the logic programming representation 
language extended by metapredicates for mental entities, 
one can satisfactorily reproduce (with respect to the choice 
of mental action) the mental world. Note that usually such 
kind of   representation indeed require natural language. 
     NL_MAMS imitates the multiagent behavior that is 
caused by possible misunderstanding of one agent by 
another. In the course of deduction, the set of meanings 
for entities (predicates) is reduced by the message 
addressee to obtain the reasonable interaction, to avoid a 
conflict or to win a competition. Under the search of 
optimal action or reaction, the set of meanings for 
received entities is (exhaustively) analyzed with respect to 
avoiding the least wanted state (assuming this state may 
be achieved as a result of a particular understanding of a 
message). 

A model of mental world 

In our formal description of the real mental world we try 
to follow its NL representation as close as possible, but to 
stay on the formal language territory, using the entities 
with multiple possible interpretation. We present the step-
by-step introduction to our representation of mental world, 
followed by its implementation by NL_MAMS simulator. 
Proposition 1. Adequate description of mental world can 
be performed using mental entities and merging all other 
physical action into a constant predicate for an arbitrary 
physical action and its resultant physical state.  
Proposition 2. Humans can adequately operate with the set 
of natural language mental expressions containing not 
more then four mutually dependent mental entities. We 
have experimentally verified this observation (Galitsky 
2000); also, natural language queries do not contain more 
than four mental entities. Therefore, we constraint the 

degree of embedding of mental metapredicates to be equal 
or less than four. 
Proposition 3. In natural language, each mental entity has 
a variety of meanings. At the same time, a set of meanings 
that is expressed by a lexical unit has a lot of common 
features. Therefore, we will use the formal representation 
of mental entities by metapredicates with multiple 
interpretations such that we do not pose explicit 
constraints on the possible meanings of a mental entity. In 
terms of logic programming, there can be multiple clauses 
defining a mental metapredicate via the other ones. 
Absence of such family of definitions for a mental entity 
means that all possible meanings are implicitly assumed. 
Thus the problem of disambiguation in a formal language 
is posed for the situations where the agents exchange 
messages in formal language. 
Proposition 4. The elementary expression for a mental 
state is of the form 
m1(a1[,a1’ ], m2(a2[,a2’ ], m3(a3[,a3’ ], m4(a4[,a4’ ], p)))) 
where m1 …m4 are the metapredicates for mental states 
and actions, occurring with or without negation; m4  ,( m3 

and m4), (m2 , m3 and m4) may be absent; in accordance to 
Proposition 3, the total number of metapredicates is equal 
or less then four. 
a1 … a4 are the agents from the set of all agents A, square 
brackets denote the variables for the second agent a1’ … 
a4’ (this is the passive agent for the mental actions, 
committed by the active agent, denoted by the first 
argument). For example, an action (and resultant state) 
with its actor and its receiver is expressed by 
metapredicate inform(Actor, Receiver, Knowledge), and 
an action with two (possibly, symmetric) receivers – by 
metapredicate reconcile(Actor, Receiver1, Receiver2, 
MatterToSettleDown). Further on we will assume that 
mental metapredicates can have additional arguments and 
will not be showing them explicitly. 
p is a predicate or expression for physical action or state, 
Proposition 1.  
  We call such elementary expression for an arbitrary p a 
mental formula. It obeys the standard criteria of being a 
well-written formula. 
Proposition 5. The totality of well-formed mental formulas 
fell into three following categories: 

1) Valid mental formula that represents by itself 
existing mental state. 

2) Mental formula that always holds for any set of 
agents (an axiom for modal logic, for example 
know(Ag, know(Ag, Knowledge)) ). 

3) Invalid mental formula that cannot be 
interpreted. For example, it is impossible that a 
person pretends about someone else’s mental 
state pretend(a1, a2, want(a3, Something)). 

Proposition 6. There are certain syntactic constraints for 
the formulas describing the mental world that are 
sufficient to express an arbitrary multiagent scenario. A 



set of expressions for a mental state has two following 
components: 

1) Mental state fluents, characterizing an instant 
mental state; 

2) Mental state clauses, specifying the set of 
consecutive mental states.  

Mental state fluents are expressed with mental formulas as 
a following conjunction 

         & mi1(aj1, mi2(aj2, mi3(aj3, mi4(aj4, p)))) 
   i=1..n, j∈ A  
where mi1 …mi4 are the metapredicates for mental states 
and actions, occurring with or without negation; mi4  ,( mi3 

and mi4), (mi2 , mi3 and mi4) may be absent; 
aj1 … aj4 are the agents from the set of all agents  A; 
Note that there are maximum four metapredicates in the 
conjunctive members above. 
For example, Peter knows that Nick does not know that 
Peter wants Mike to cook → know(peter,  not know(nick, 
want(peter, cook(mike, food))) ), m11 = know, m14 = not 
know, a11 = peter, p=cook(mike, food). 
   Also, permanent mental conditions that are expected to 
be valid through multiple consecutive mental states are 
expressed via clauses. Let us denote by µ the conjunctive 
member above 
µ ≡ mi1(aj1, mi2(aj2, mi3(aj3, mi4(aj4, p)))). 
The following expressions are valid mental formulas to 
express the continuous mental conditions  
p:-µ1 * …* µk 
This is a condition for physical action. Here and below * 

denotes a logical programming conjunction “,” or 
disjunction “;”. For example, Peter would cook if he knows 
that Nick wants him to do so: cook(peter, food) :- 
know(peter,  want(nick, cook(peter, food))). 
µ(µ1 ):- µ2 *…* µk  
For example, Mike knows the following: Peter would cook 
if Mike informs Peter that Nick wants Peter to cook and if 
Peter does not want to cook himself → know(mike, 
cook(peter, food)) :- inform(mike, peter, want(nick, 
cook(peter, food))  ))). 
µ(µ1:- µ2 * …*µk ) and µ(p:- µ2 * …* µk ). 
Note that an agent may have not only knowledge or belief 
that includes a causal relationship, but also intention about 
convincing other agents concerning particular causal link. 
For example, Mike wants the following: Peter would cook 
if Mike informs Peter that Nick wants Peter to cook → 
want(mike, ( cook(peter, food) :- inform(mike, peter, 
want(nick, cook(peter, food))  ))). The reader may compare 
last two examples and reveal the ambiguity of the natural 
language expressions in terms of whether the clause is the 
argument of µ orµ forms the head of a clause.  
     Additional remark should be taken into account while 
considering the allowed expressions for mental states: 
each formula µ in the expressions above (conjunctive 
member) is a valid mental formula (Proposition 5). 

Proposition 7. Without loss of the spectrum of meanings 
for mental entities, we merge the action and resultant 
mental states ( to inform – being informed ), etc. for 
simplicity unless it leads to contradictions or ambiguities 
in characterizing resultant mental states. 
Proposition 8. We can ignore certain temporal 
relationships between the mental and physical states. 
(Partial) ordering of mental states expressed by formulas 
µ1 ,…,µk  in the clause body that denotes respective 
consecutive (in time) mental states µ1 ,…,µk  is sufficient to 
represent temporal constraints with respect to the resultant 
multiagent scenario (agents’ choice of actions). 
Proposition 9. The set of mental metapredicates, formed 
in accordance to the respective totality of natural language 
mental entities, is divided into three categories: 

1) Metapredicates for basic mental states; 
2) Metapredicates for derived mental states and 

actions; 
3) Formally independent mental metapredicates that 

belong to the classes of equivalence of the above 
category of metapredicates with respect to agents’ 
choice of action, required to reach one mental 
state from another. 

    Traditional metapredicates we consider to form the 
basis are believe – desire – intention (BDI). Since all of 
our mental metapredicates allow multiple interpretation, 
we merge desire as a long-term goal with intention as an 
instant goal to the metapredicate want(Agent, Goal), 
where Goal ≡ µ1 * …* µk. It allows us to reduce the number 
of the well-written mental formulas for the analysis of 
valid formulas (Proposition 5). 
  The difference between belief and knowledge is that an 
agent is capable of changing and revising beliefs, but 
knowledge is only subject to acquisition (Fagin et al 
1996). Almost any mental state or action entity can be 
defined within these basic mental entities (Galitsky 1998).  
Some mental entities cannot be formally derived using the 
basis above; however, this basis introduces the classes of 
equivalence with respect to the decision concerning the 
fixed set of actions (physical and mental).  
    For example, entities inform, deceive, explain, forgive, 
etc. can be expressed via want-know-believe basis. 
Conversely, entity fear is neither basic nor derivable 
concept; however, it is equivalent to not want relatively to 
the potentially implied physical action (e.g. to run away). 
The difference between fear, not want and prefer to avoid 
is in the “degree of influence” of the mental entity; 
therefore, we can ignore this difference having the explicit 
degree for each entity within its equivalence class.  
Proposition 10. The set of available actions for agents is 
derived from the respective set of natural language 
entities. For each such entity, we obtain a spectrum of 
conditions to perform the denoted action based on the 
family of definitions for this entity in want-know-believe 
basis. From the linguistic perspective, the spectrum of 
meanings for an entity that denotes mental action is 



determined by the context of this entity (the set of other 
mental entities in the accompanying sentences). In our 
model of mental world, there is a spectrum of clauses for 
each mental action such that each clause enumerates 
particular conditions on mental states. As an example, we 
present four clauses for inform, taking into account that 
there are much more clauses to form the whole spectrum 
for this predicate: 
inform(Who, Whom, What ) :- want(Who, know(Whom, 
What)),    believe(Who, not know( Whom, What)), 
believe(Who, want(Whom, know( Whom, What))). 
inform(Who, Whom, What ) :- believe(Who, know( Whom, 
What)),   want(Who, believe(Whom, now(Who,What))). 
          %to inform Whom that not only Whom but Who 
knows What  
inform(Who, Whom, What ) :- ask(Whom, Who, What),  
    want(Who, know(Whom, What)).  
          % informing as answering 
inform(Who, Whom, What ) :- ask(SomeOne, Who, 
believe(Whom, What)),  want(Who, know(Whom, What) . 
 %  following SomeOne’s request for informing  
… 
It is quite natural from the formal representation 
viewpoint that we use the same predicate to express the 
spectrum of meanings for the same lexical entity. As we 
have verified, there is a syntactic meta-criterion that 
relates a clause to a unique mental entity. Hence there is 
an isomorphism between the lexical units for mental 
entities and the metapredicates that express the criterion 
of belonging to the spectrum of clauses for this entity’s 
predicate. For example of such mapping, let us consider 
the following: 
inform (as lexical unit) → spectrum of mental 
metapredicates { inform1:-…, …, informk:-…}; 
inform (as lexical unit) → syntactic metapredicate 
clauseFor(Entity, Clause):- clause_list(Clause, Bodys), 
member(want(Who, know(Whom, What)), Bodys). 
Proposition 11. We define scenario as a sequence of 
mental states of interacting (having mutual beliefs) agents 
where each transition from mental state m to m+1 is a 
result of the action of each agent such that this action is 
logically deduced to be the best from the agent’s 
viewpoint. 

Architecture and algorithm for the choice of 
behavior 

NL_MAMS implements the extended BDI model for the 
complexity of mental formulas reaching four. The input of 
the Choice of action unit (Fig.2) multiagent simulator is 
an arbitrary (possibly, inconsistent) set of mental 
formulas, obtained by the NL understanding unit of 
NL_MAMS. The output is the set of consecutive mental 
formulas, reflecting the states, which are the results of the 
committed actions (the behavior), chosen by the agents. 

The simulator can be viewed from the game-theoretic 
prospective if the mutual beliefs of agents are absent (the 
trivial case). 
  To choose the best action, each agent considers each 
action he can currently possibly perform (Fig.3). For each 
such action, the agent assumes he has committed it and 
analyzes the consequences. They include the actions of 
other agents and various states, some of which the elected 
agent does not want to occur. The agents either decides to 
perform the action delivering the least unwanted state or 
action by another agent, or to do nothing. If there are 
multiple possible actions which do not lead, in the agent 
belief, to unwanted consequences, this agent either 
chooses the preferred action, if there is explicit preference 
predicate, or the action, which conjectures using the 
beliefs concerning the other agents in the least degree.  
    If our agent wants a particular action of the other agent, 
it can either do nothing or perform an action that is 
neither explicitly wanted nor unwanted, but is followed by 
the desired action of that other agent, in accordance to our 
agent’s belief. In particular, it can ask that agent directly 
or suggest a third agent to encourage the second one to 
perform that action.  
    Fig. 4 depicts the situation of more complex decision-
making when the agents of NL_MAMS model the mental 
states of each other. 
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Fig.2: The sketch of PA architecture. Choice of action unit is 
within NL_MAMS that is in turn within the personalized agent 
PA. 
 
The main predicate for the action choice is presented 
below (see the units on the left of Fig.4) 
 
chooseAction(Agent,ChosenActions, 
History):-  
%  generates the set of available actions and chose those 
leading to acceptable states 
 
 findall( PossibleAction, 
    (availableAction(Agent, PossibleAction,  
     Happens),   
    assume(PossibleAction),  
          assumeOtherAgents(Agent, 
OthersActions), 



 % get all the acceptable states of the others from own 
viewpoint 
 
findall(Term, ( member(Term, 
OthersActions),   
   assume(Term)),_), 
  acceptableState(Agent),  
  clean_assume(PossibleAction), 
   findall(Term, ( member(Term,  
   OthersActions), clean_assume(Term)),_) 
  ), PossibleActions), 
    ChooseBestActions(PossibleActions, 
ChosenActions).  
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Fig.3: The diagram for the action choice, involving own agent 
capabilities and world knowledge (simplified case). 
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Choose the form of behavior: 
• commit physical action 
• share information 
• conceal information 
• ask to obtain information 
• ask to commit an action 
• ask to share information 
• ask to conceal information 
• cheat to achieve 
• suggest to perform 
• follow a suggestion 

• decline a suggestion, etc 

Action is a 
valid 
mental 
formula 

or 

State preference order 
• Explicitly preferred 
• Action that leads to desired state that is not 

current 
• Action that eliminates unwanted state that is 

current 
• Action that does not lead to unwanted state that is 

not current 

Choose the best action in accordance to the 
preferences 

Involve own knowledge of others’ 
knowledge 

Obtain others’ actions 

Fig.4: The diagram for the action choice, involving own agent 
capabilities, actions of the other agents, possible from the 

viewpoint of the given one, and world knowledge. The choice of 
other agents (Unit on the left) is implemented in accordance to 
the diagram Fig.3. 

Personal agent in use 

We present the pilot scenario for the PA to organize a 
party for three friends. There is a state that has to be 
achieved and PA builds a plan of action for its user and 
his friends, simulating them with NL_MAMS. The input 
for PA is e-mail from either of the friends about intended 
party and PA’s knowledge of their preferences and mental 
profiles, presented below. The scenario below may seem to 
be of exaggerated complexity: we use it as an example to 
demonstrate the capabilities of NL_MAMS. There is just 
one physical action – getting a pizza that is the subject of 
conflict between the friends. Further on, PA will use the 
generic predicate cook(Agent, food) for the respective 
physical action and associated common-sense facts. 
   User interface of NL_MAMS is depicted at Fig. 5. 
Textual input is available for a user on the top. The NL 
system builds formal representation of initial mental state 
that can be filtered by a user. Domain graph (in the 
middle) shows the interdependence between the entities 
used. The reader is encouraged to try the knowledge 
representation/visualization tool, available at   
http://dimacs.rutgers.edu/~galitsky/NL/tools/DOMAIN_R
ESTRUCTURING.htm 
   On the bottom, the agents’ actions on the first step are 
enumerated as an output of NL_MAMS to the other units 
of personalized agent. Generated scenario is three steps 
long: internal representation of respective mental actions 
are presented below. We skip the action motivation 
comments. 
  Fig. 6 presents the HTML form to specify the agents’ 
parameters. 

System capabilities 

The complexity of scenarios NL_MAMS and, therefore, 
the personalized agent can handle, significantly exceeds 
that of the textual information on mental attributes of 
human and automatic agents comprehensible by a user. 
Naturally, PA’s performance is much higher than the 
humans in spite of the fact that reasoning about mental 
states is natural and frequent task for a human user.  
    The simulator was tested using a variety of scenarios 
that were suggested by different authors to illustrate 
certain peculiarities of reasoning about mental world 
inherent to humans (frame problems, defaults, 
circumscription, belief updates, reasoning about 
knowledge, time and space, etc.)  The system extracted 
mental entities and reproduced the described agents’ 
behavior for more than 20 natural language scenarios 
from the literature on logical AI. As we discovered, 



NL_MAMS is capable of adequate processing more than 
70 of such scenarios, selected so that they accented mental 
interaction between their characters.  
  Usually, agents’ behavior that is generated by PA is 
perceived by its user as a sequence of natural and expected 
choices. If it is not the case, NL_MAMS backs PA up by 
providing the motivation and the protocol of exhaustive 
search through the manifold of available actions. A user 
may disagree with the selected form of behavior, but at 
least understands the motivations. 
    There is a series of formalisms NL_MAMS uses for 
implementation of reasoning about mental attributes in 
their various forms. 

• Modal logic of knowledge (Fagin et al 1996); 
• Belief update formalisms (determiistic and 

probabilistic); 
• Temporal reasoning for the sequence of actions; 
• Spatial reasoning (to handle physical actions); 
• Reasong of higher order and metareasoning 

(Galitsky 1998) 
• Situational calculi and their extensions by 

perception capabilities of agents (De Giacomo & 
Levesque 1999, Gabbay 1999);       

• Frame problem while reasoning about action and 
change (Reiter 1991). 

Except the explicit representation of axiomatic reasoning 
via logic programming, some features of above formalisms 
are achieved by implementation of the exhaustive search 
through the totality of mental actions, using analogies and 
meta-reasoning 
   Note that the particular advantage of NL_MAMS over 
the traditional systems of automatic reasoning in mental 
states domain is that NL_MAMS  merges various forms of 
search and fuzzy formula / deduction pattern match with 
conventional mechanisms of reasoning about mental 
states. Furthermore, handling manifold of meanings 
caused by the necessity to represent NL input increases 
system flexibility and makes it closer to the real world in 
imitation of human reasoning and human behavior. 
    In the process of multiagent communication and while 
behavior decision-making, NL_MAMS analyses the 
formulas of complexity (number of embedded mental 
predicates ) below four. For the totality of all well-written 
mental formulas the system recognizes if a formula is an 
axiom, meaningful or meaningless (Galitsky 2002a). For 
an arbitrary set of such formulas as an initial condition for 
NL_MAMS, it either finds a contradiction or synthesizes 
the scenario of multiagent behavior. PA’s vocabulary 
includes the generic template for physical actions and 
rather extensive set of lexical units and synonyms for the 
common-usage mental attributes.  

Conclusions 

We suggested the role and implementation of the 
personalized agent that assists its user with the series of 
tasks, interacting with other agents. Modeling the mental 
attributes of the other agents and user is essential for 
functionality of such agent. 
   In the modern life, routine operations in mental world 
take a lot of human resources. Overloaded with 
information concerning relationships with other people at 
home and at work, as a customer and as a service 
provider, as a family member and as a friend, an 
individual may sometimes underestimate the value of a 
relationship that is indeed important and overestimate a 
least important one. Brain resources nowadays seem to be 
insufficient to thoroughly handle mental relationships to 
every person that surrounds us. Here is where a 
personalized agent may come into play to take over the 
mental relationships in the virtual world that becomes 
more and more important.  
  We have deployed the simulator NL_MAMS in a variety 
of domains, including modeling investor’s mental states, 
interactive scheduling with conflicts between automatic 
and human agents, education and mental rehabilitation of 
autistic patients (Galitsky 2001, Galitsky 2002b). Building 
the personalized agent is another challenging task for the 
simulator that poses high requirements to its reasoning 
capabilities and communication with other units of PA. 
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Mental Simulator NL_MAMS 
Specify the initial state of agents and their mental profiles 

Dear Nick!
We are planning on getting together for a dinner tonight. We have the same question as usual: w ho w ill get a pizza? We know
Mike w ants either you or Peter to get a pizza.  Mike know s that you do not w ant Peter to get a pizza.
Peter does not w ant to get a pizza himself and believes that Mike w ould not get a pizza anyw ay.
Also, Peter believes that Mike believes that you w ant Mike to get a pizza. Peter w ants Mike to know  that Peter w ould not get a
You are supposed to believe that Mike w ants Peter to get a pizza, and indeed you w ant Mike to get a pizza.
How ever, Peter w ould get a pizza if  he know s (someone tells him) that you w ant him (Peter) to get a pizza.
Mike w ould get a pizza if  Peter believes (is said) that Nick w ants himself (Mike) to get a pizza.
And w e think you w ould get a pizza if  no one else does, but you w ould not like to.

So w ho w ill get a pizza?
Yours,   Peter and Mike.

  

 
Load (translate into formal representation) 

 See the statements and select/deselect them to run the simulator 

w ant(mike, cook(A, food)):- not cook(mike, food), A = nick ; A = peter.
w ant(mike,know (mike, not w ant(nick, cook(peter, food))).
know (mike, not w ant(nick, cook(peter, food))).
cook(mike, food) :- know (peter, w ant(nick, cook(mike, food))).
know (nick, w ant(mike, cook(peter, food))).
know (peter, know (nick, w ant(nick, cook(mike, food))) ).

 

Build consecutive mental 
 

Read the answer:  
1) Nick will inform Peter that Mike wanted Peter to get a pizza 
2) Mike will cheat Peter that Nick wanted that Peter get a pizza 
3) Peter will inform Mike that Peter would not get a pizza 
 
1) inform(nick,peter,want(mike,cook(peter,food))), 
2) cheat(mike,peter,want(nick,cook(peter,food))), 
3) inform(peter,mike,not cook(peter,food)), 

1) suggest(nick,mike,cook(mike,food)), 
2) suggest(mike,nick,cook(nick,food)), 



3) cook(nick,food). 
Fig.5 User interface. 



 

 Specify the agent parameters  
In this form, you set the parameters for individual agents. These settings will be distinguishing for each agent. Varying the 
capabilities of reasoning and interacting with other agents, the user may achieve the wide spectrum of mental behaviors and 
decision-making capabilities of the agents.  

Agent's preferred actions    
Action that eliminates unw anted state that is current
Action that does not lead to unw anted state that is not current  

Agent's attitude (avoid checking mutually exclusive) and reasoning capabilities 

�����  Assists other agents in their intensions (  �����  may be except those he 

does not like   
Mike

  ) 

�����  Prefers to achieve his own goals rather that assists other agents in her 

intensions (  �����  may be except those he does not like     ) 

�����  Prefers to achieve his own goals and neutral to the intensions of 
others 

�����  Prefers to achieve his own goals and to not let others doing so 

(  �����  may be except his friends 
Nick

 ) 

�����   Ready for cooperation and coalition 
formation  

�����   Avoiding conflicts 

�����   Ready to advise 

�����   Ready to help with physical action 

�����  Limited reasoning capabilities 
(only facts and no clauses) 

�����  One step reasoning 

������  Multiple steps reasoning 

(
4

 steps in advance) 

 ����� Tries to learn from the past 
experience 

�����  Does not take into account other 

�����  Takes into account other's choice without considering differences in their 
knowledge and beliefs and own ones 

�����  Takes into account other's choice considering differences in their knowledge 
and beliefs and own ones 

������  Takes into account other's choice, considering differences in their knowledge 
and beliefs and their thoughts about my own possible actions 

�����  Takes into account other's choice, considering differences in their knowledge 
and beliefs and their thoughts about my own possible actions and mentioned 
differences. 

Fig.6: Specifying the parameters of personalized agent: attitude and reasoning capabilities. 


